FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Jordan & Jordan Selected as Best Supporting Services Provider
New York, June 5, 2013 – Jordan & Jordan was awarded the “Best Supporting Services Provider”
award at the 2013 Annual Inside Market Data and Inside Reference Data Awards Ceremony which took
place at the Marriott Marquis in New York on Tuesday, May 21, 2013. The award recognizes excellence in
assisting clients by providing high quality services and solutions in market data. Despite stiff competition from
over a dozen other well-respected firms, Jordan & Jordan gathered the most votes from the sell side brokers
and asset managers/hedge funds responsible for the management of market data. This is the third time
Jordan & Jordan has won this award since its inception in 2010.
Jordan & Jordan has been a leading provider of expertise in commercial market data management and data
licensing for over 20 years. Jordan & Jordan’s market data services consist of data licensing compliance
services, managed services, expense management, strategic consulting and staff augmentation.
“We are extremely honored that our customers have recognized us as the leading provider of professional
services and expertise in the market data industry” said Tom Etheridge, Managing Director of Market Data
Services at Jordan & Jordan. “We believe this honor is in response to our culture of customer service, staff
collaboration, and development. Because of our discipline and knowledge databases, our market data team is
greater than the sum of its parts. We thank the readers of IMD and our customers for this honor. Positive
feedback from our clients is the highest possible compliment Jordan & Jordan could receive.”
Accepting the award for Jordan & Jordan was Tom Jordan, President of Jordan & Jordan. Tom said,
“At Jordan & Jordan, our team aggressively strives to provide exceptional services by using a client centered
approach. The use and complexity of market data in response to industry dynamics is consistently changing.
The realization that we are recognized by our customers from year to year demonstrates that our strategy of
continually updating our services and assuring that our talented staff possesses the expertise needed to
satisfy our clients is working.”
The complete list of 2013 IMD/IRD Awards Winners in each category can be found on the Incisive Media
Website.
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About Jordan & Jordan
Jordan & Jordan (J&J) is a Market Data, Management Consulting/Compliance Technology and Industry
Management firm specializing in the Financial Services and Securities Industry. J&J brings seasoned industry
professionals with practical experience to work with our clients to meet the technology and information needs of their end
users. J&J's market data practice has assisted firms by managing multiple global market data risk assessment
and compliance initiatives, coordinating multiple expense management initiatives, providing outsourcing services and
interim staffing, and performing market data audits. Through the management consulting and compliance technology
practice, J&J has assisted firms in providing solutions by evaluating business alternatives, developing practical
strategies, selecting or developing suitable compliance solutions, assessing compliance with regulations, providing
trade analytics and creating action plans and managing project implementation. Additionally, J&J assists in the
development of industry solutions through the management of the Financial Information Forum (www.fif.com) , FIX
Protocol Limited (www.fixprotocol.org) and RIXML (www.rixml.org). Jordan & Jordan has offices in New York, London
and Chicago. For additional information please visit: http://www.jandj.com.

